
Tips and Tricks to Pass Microsoft MB-310
Exam

A skillset and vast knowledge are the two essentials needed to do justice in any job. It is quite
challenging to build the level of expertise that is required as a professional in any multinational firm.
CertsFire.com provides a Microsoft Dynamics 365 Finance MB-310 Certification exam that nourishes
your knowledge and sharpens your skills so that you can excel in your professional career. We
provide  Microsoft  MB-310  Questions  for  competitive  exams  like  those  offered  by  Venture
Microsoft. Our most wanted Microsoft Dynamics 365 MB-310 exam dumps are designed for all
aspirants who want to work as IT professionals internationally.

CertsFire.com offers  the  Microsoft  MB-310 Certification exam with  the  most  valid  and logical
questions so that you can exercise them and pass the Microsoft Dynamics 365 Finance MB-310 exam
on the first attempt. Our Microsoft MB-310 exam questions are the most updated in the market and
are designed by experts who are well aware of Microsoft Dynamics 365 MB-310 exam dumps
complete  course  and  rules.  As  Microsoft  publishes  its  new  syllabus  and  pattern  every  year,
CertsFire.com  regularly  updates  Microsoft  MB-310  exam  questions  you  with  every  piece  of
information. We offer our Microsoft Dynamics 365 Finance MB-310 exam dumps in three forms: PDF
files, desktop practice software, and web-based practice software.

Microsoft MB-310 PDF Questions - Designed by Experts:
Microsoft Dynamics 365 MB-310 PDF dumps portable by CertsFire.com are usable on any system
like Mac, IOS, Android,  Linux, and even on your mobile and tablet.  You can use it  anywhere,
anytime, without any inconvenience. This Microsoft MB-310 practice exam contains all the questions
that  appeared previously  or  may appear  on  the  Microsoft  Dynamics 365 Finance MB-310
certification  exam.  As  observed  in  the  previous  Microsoft  MB-310  Certification  exam,  some
questions may be correlated mathematically or analytically. You can easily use this product without
any internet connection or installation. You can also take a print to read and practice easily with the
help of this format, and the level of its simplicity is such that even a student can easily handle it.
These Microsoft Exam Questions is made with the help of verified professors, so you can be sure
it is accurate.
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Desktop Microsoft MB-310 Practice Test Software - Need to Installation:

CertsFire.com provides desktop Microsoft Dynamics 365 MB-310 practice exam software that is
usable without the internet by clicking on the icon. This Microsoft MB-310 desktop practice test
software does not require installation; internet access is required for product license verification.
This product thoroughly explains the Microsoft MB-310 practice exam scenario and is helpful for all
those candidates who want to learn in a real environment. The scenario is presented with the help of
the Microsoft Dynamics 365 Finance MB-310 exam, which elaborates on the Microsoft's toughness.
This Microsoft Dynamics 365 MB-310 practice test is embedded with the most authentic and
valuable  Microsoft  MB-310  questions  and  designed  according  to  the  Microsoft  pattern.  Our
Microsoft Dynamics 365 Finance MB-310 practice exam is customized so that you can easily change
the way and time for each question. We develop our Microsoft MB-310 practice test after the
feedback of  90,000+ professionals  from all  around the globe.  You can only  use the Microsoft
Dynamics 365 MB-310 practice exam on Windows to enhance your capabilities.

Web-Based Microsoft MB-310 Practice Exam - No Need to Installation:

Our Microsoft MB-310 web-based practice test software is also embedded and arranged with several
mock exams to present the actual scenario of the Microsoft Dynamics 365 Finance MB-310
practice exam. This Microsoft MB-310 web-based practice exam software is useful with an active
internet connection on browsers like Opera, Firefox, Chrome, and IE. These Microsoft Dynamics 365
MB-310 practice tests are also customized, and you can quickly shuffle the problems and topics to
practice them repeatedly. You can easily check your performance as our tracker system records your
results for future use.

Microsoft MB-310 Exam Questions - Free Updates & Money Back Guarantee:

We assure you that you will not face any problems as our support team works for 24 hours and is
ready to solve your problems. An Microsoft Dynamics 365 Finance MB-310 exam dumps free demo
version is also available on CertsFire.com, so you can use it and purchase our Microsoft Dynamics
365 MB-310 exam questions. We provide three months of free updates Microsoft MB-310 exam
dumps for new customers. The good news is that there is a money-back guarantee only for you in the
case of failure.
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Question No. 1

A company plans to allocate revenue across occurrences by using recognition basis.

Which recognition basis can you use?

A. Mid-month split
B. Revenue schedule
C. Actual start date
D. Monthly

Answer: D

Question No. 2

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in
the series contains a unique solution. Determine whether the solution meets the stated goals. Some
question sets might have more than one correct solution, while others might not have a correct
solution.

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these
questions will not appear in the review screen.

A customer uses Dynamics 365 Finance.

The controller notices incorrect postings to the ledger entered via journal.

The system must enforce the following:

Expense accounts (6000-6998) require department, division, and project with all transactions.
Customer dimension is optional.

Revenue accounts (4000-4999) require department and division and allow project and customer
dimensions.

Liability accounts (2000-2999) should not have any dimensions posted.

Expense account (6999) requires department, division, project and customer dimensions with all
transactions.

You need to configure the account structure to meet the requirements.

Solution:

Configure one account structure.

Configure an advanced rule for Liability accounts (2000-2999) not to display any dimensions when
selected.

Configure an advanced rule for Expense account (6999) to require customer.

Configure the structure with all dimension fields containing quotations.

Does the solution meet the goal?



A. Yes
B. No

Answer: B

Question No. 3

Manual entry of currency exchange rates must be discontinued. Currency exchange rates must use
the current rate values provided by the European Central Bank. The exchange rate entries and
updates must be automated.

You need to configure the system.

Which two options should you use? Each correct answer presents part of the solution.

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

A. Configure the exchange rate provider
B. Run currency revaluation
C. Create the currencies
D. Configure dual currency
E. Run the import currency exchange rate process

Answer: A, E

Question No. 4

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in
the series contains a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might
have more than one correct solution, while others might not have a correct solution.

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these
questions will not appear in the review screen.

A client has one legal entity, two departments, and two divisions. The client is implementing
Dynamics 365 Finance. The departments and divisions are set up as financial dimensions.

The client has the following requirements:

Only expense accounts require dimensions posted with the transactions.

Users must not have the option to select dimensions for a balance sheet account.

You need to configure the ledger to show applicable financial dimensions based on the main account
selected in journal entry.

Solution: Configure one account structure for expense accounts and include applicable dimensions.

Does the solution meet the goal?

A. Yes
B. No

Answer: B



Question No. 5

A customer uses Dynamics 365 Finance to manage budgets.

You review a customer's budget funds available calculation and discover that the budget amounts
posted two weeks ago are not reflected in the budget control check on a purchase order.

You verify that budget control is set to active.

You need to determine why the budget posted two weeks ago is not reflecting correctly.

What should you do?

A. Verify that available budget funds are configured appropriately.
B. Post a budget transfer to add the correct funds.
C. Verify whether budget plans are still in draft status.
D. Compare the budget control active date to the date of the posted register entries to verify
that it was active at the time of posting.

Answer: D
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